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Bartlett, Craig S.; Professor (COM), Department of Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation; MD, Albany Medical Coll
Bartsch, Jason C.; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Med-Hospital; MD, George Washington Univ
Baruth, Philip Edward; Professor, Department of English; PHD, Univ of Calif Irvine
Bates, Jason H. T.; Professor, Department of Med-Pulmonary; PHD, University of Otago
Bauerly, Bradley Alan; Senior Lecturer, Department of Political Science;
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Bavly, Gideon ; Lecturer III, Department of Schl of World Languages&Cultur; MS, Saint Michael's Coll
Bazarsky, Allyson Beth; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Neurological Sciences;
Bazylewicz, Michael Peter; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Radiology; MD, Dartmouth Med Sch
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Beasley, Lionel M.; Lecturer, Department of English;
Beatty, Dennis R.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD, Thomas Jefferson Univ
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Bender, Stephen P.; Professor (COM), Department of Anesthesiology; MD, Ohio State Univ
Benoit, Michel Yves; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation; MD, University of Montreal
Bensimhon, Ariel D; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Anesthesiology; MD, Temple Univ
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Bertges, Daniel J; Professor (COM), Department of Surg-Vascular; MD, University of Pittsburgh
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Bolh, Nathalie G.; Professor, Department of Economics; PHD, Univ de Paris
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Bradeen, Heather A.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Peds-Hematology Oncology; MD, Univ of New Mexico
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Bradshaw, Julian Ann; Lecturer II, Department of School of Arts; AM, University of Vermont
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Brennan, Christopher ; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Radiology; PHD, Yale Univ
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Brundage, William John; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD, Thomas Jefferson Univ

Bryant, Bronwyn H.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD, University of Rochester
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Budington, Steve W.; Associate Professor, Department of School of Arts; MFA, Yale Univ

Bui, Melanie Rae; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Med-Dermatology; PHD, University of Colorado

Bullis, Sean S; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD, University of Vermont

Bumpas, Mary H; Clinical Assistant Prof., Department of Communication Sci & Disorders;

Buono, Alexia J; Lecturer, Department of Education;

Burch, Rebecca ; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Neurological Sciences; MD, University of Mass Med Sch

Burke, Mary Clare; Senior Lecturer, Department of Sociology; PHD, Univ of Connecticut

Burke, Matthew Jeremy; Research Associate, Department of Com Dev & Applied Economics; PHD, McGill Univ

Burkman, Kenneth W; Senior Lecturer, Department of Mechanical Engineering; MS, Missouri Univ of Sci & Tech

Burnett, Maria ; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Med-Hospital; MD, University of Vermont

Burnham, Tara J.L; Clinical Assistant Prof., Department of Nursing; MS

Burns, Dylan C.; Research Assistant Prof, Department of Mechanical Engineering;

Burstein, Danielle ; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Peds-Cardiology; MD, Case Western Reserve Univ

Burt, Keith B.; Associate Professor, Department of Psychological Science; PHD, Univ of Minnesota

Butnor, Kelly J.; Professor (COM), Department of PathLabMed -Anatomic; MD, Duke Univ

Buzas, Jeff Sandor; Professor, Department of Mathematics & Statistics; PHD, North Carolina State Univ

Cabbage, Kathryn L; Lecturer (Part-Time), Department of Communication Sci & Disorders;

Cafiero, Clayton B; Senior Lecturer, Department of Computer Science;

Cafiero, Deborah J.; Senior Lecturer, Department of Schl of World Languages&Cultur; PHD, Yale Univ

Cahan, Sara Irene; Associate Professor, Department of Biology; PHD, Arizona State Univ

Cahill-Griffin, Teresa M; Clinical Assistant Prof., Department of Nursing; DNP, University of Vermont

Caisse, Nichole L.; Lecturer, Department of Mathematics & Statistics;

Calkins, Whitney R.; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Family Medicine; MD, Joan C. Edwards Sch of Med

Callahan, Christopher William; Extension Associate Prof., Department of Ext - Programming & Fac Sup; MBA, Rensselaer Polytech Inst

Callahan, Rebecca ; Professor, Department of Education;

Callas, Peter W.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Med-General; PHD, University of Mass Amherst

Callery, Patrick J; Assistant Professor, Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD, Univ of Calif Santa Barbara

Campbell, Douglas Murray; Clinical Practice Phys (COM), Department of Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation; MD, Michigan State Univ

Cannella, Mark P; Extension Associate Prof., Department of Ext - Programming & Fac Sup; MS, University of Vermont

Cannizzaro, Michael S.; Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sci & Disorders; PHD, Univ of Connecticut

Cano, Ariana M; Lecturer (Part-Time), Department of History;

Caporizzo, Matthew Alexander; Assistant Professor, Department of Molecular Physg & Biophysics; PHD, University of Pennsylvania

Capps, Joseph Martin; Lecturer, Department of School of Arts; BM, Berklee Coll of Music

Cardoso Costa, Joao Henrique H; Associate Professor, Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences;

Carey, Kevin T.; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Med-Cardiology; MD, University of Vermont

Carlson, Kazuko S; Senior Lecturer, Department of Schl of World Languages&Cultur; MA, Saint Michael's Coll

Carlson, Matthew M.; Professor, Department of Political Science; PHD, Univ of Calif Davis

Carney, Jan Kirk; Professor (COM), Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD, Univ of Cincinnati
Carpenter, Conor S.; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Psychiatry; MD, University of Vermont

Carr, Frances Eileen; Professor, Department of Pharmacology; PHD, Univ of Illinois Med Ctr

Carson, Wade M; Clinical Associate Prof., Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MBA, Western Governors University

Carter, Chalais N; Assistant Professor, Department of Education;

Carter, William; Lecturer I, Department of Grossman School of Business;

Carthew, Jessica Jane; Associate Professor, Department of Education; PHD, Univ of Maryland

Casey, Emily C; Lecturer, Department of English;

Castro, Alejandro; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Med-Hospital; MD, University of Vermont

Castro, Eliana A; Assistant Professor, Department of Education; PHD, Michigan State Univ

Cataldo, Peter A.; Professor (COM), Department of Surg-General; MD, Tufts Univ

Cates, David Isaac; Lecturer, Department of English; PHD, Yale Univ

Cats-Baril, William Lawrence; Associate Professor, Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD, Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Celestin, Millie; Clinical Instructor, Department of Nursing; MSN, Univ of Illinois Chicago

Celli, Jean; Professor, Department of COM Microbio & Molec Genetics; PHD, Univ of Pierre and Marie Curie

Cepeda-Benito, Antonio; Professor, Department of Psychological Science; PHD, Purdue Univ

Chaffee, Natsumi; Senior Lecturer, Department of Schl of World Languages&Cultur; MA, University of Oregon

Chamberlain, Laura Beth; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Family Medicine; MD, Worcester State Univ

Chan, Cynthia M; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of Radiology;

Chan, Sin-Yee; Professor, Department of Philosophy; PHD, Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Chan, Tak-Mau Simon; Associate Professor, Department of Social Work;

Chandler, Matthew G; Lecturer, Department of Education;

Chang, Martin; Professor (COM), Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; PHD, University of Toronto

Charland, Diane Marie; Assistant Professor (COM), Department of ObGyn-Gynecologic Oncology; MD, Case Western Reserve Univ

Charlson, Mark D.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation; MD, Univ of NC Chapel Hill

Chase, Lisa Cheryl; Extension Professor, Department of Ext - Programming & Fac Sup; PHD, Cornell Univ

Chatterjee, Nimrat; Assistant Professor, Department of COM Microbio & Molec Genetics; PHD, Baylor Coll of Med

Chen, Fang Fang; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Psychiatry; PHD, Arizona State Univ

Cheney, Nicholas A.; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Cornell Univ

Cheung, Katharine Lana; Assistant Professor, Department of Med-Nephrology; MD, Georgetown Univ

Chevalier, Samuel Chapman; Assistant Professor, Department of Elec & Biomed Engineering;

Chiang, Kevin C.; Professor, Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD, Louisiana State Univ

Chiapella, Ariana Martos; Lecturer, Department of Rubenstein Sch Env & Nat Res;

Chittenden, Thomas Ira; Senior Lecturer, Department of Grossman School of Business; MBA, University of Vermont

Chiu, Angeline C.; Associate Professor, Department of Schl of World Languages&Cultur; PHD, Princeton Univ

Choi, Sooran; Assistant Professor, Department of School of Arts;

Christensen, Judith A.; Senior Lecturer, Department of Psychological Science; PHD, University of Vermont

Cichoskikelly, Eileen M.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Family Medicine; PHD, State Univ of NY Albany

Ciesla, David J; Professor (COM), Department of Surg-Trauma;

Cintolo-Gonzalez, Jessica Anna; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Surg-Oncology; MD, Mount Sinai Sch of Med

Cioffredi, Leigh-Anne; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Pediatrics; MD, Georgetown Univ

Ciolino, Allison L.; Associate Professor (COM), Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD, University of Vermont

Cipolla, Marilyn Jo; Professor, Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD, University of Vermont
Clark, Eric M; Research Associate, Department of Plant & Soil Science;

Clark, J. Tobey; Lecturer I, Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MS, University of Vermont

Clark Keefe, Kelly A; Professor, Department of Education; EDD, University of Vermont

Claus, David Ward; Associate Professor (COM), Department of Emergency Medicine; MD, Emory Univ
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